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Primary eff'-,rt during the first six months o_rContract NA3 9-877 was directed toward the
planning and conductiug of the basic specific task accomp-Ii-_#,_nts in all phases of the
program. Emphasis was on obtaining test data for solid-state thermal, mechanical, and
environmental propecties, and parameter evaluation data of "THERMO-LAG" T-500 ma-
terials. This was for the purl:'ose of obtaining a thorough understanding of the modes of
"THERMO-LAG" r-500 material in order to perform an accura,_e evaluation of its per-
formance within the region of interest specified for afterbody conditions during the final
reporting period.
PHASE I.
Solid-state thermal properties that would characterize "THERMO--LAG" T-.500 materials
for _e modes of heat transfer and low-vacuum space environment were conducted. All
test data is reported in tables _nd is illustrated in figuxes in order to mnre concisely
indice/_e characteristics and trends of the thermal properties. Luspection of Figure 7-2
in Section VII indicates tb.at the only thermal property tests not completed are measurements
of _he emissivityof virginand :_harred"THERMO-LAG" T-500 materialsand thegas
chrometographstudy.
PHASE II.
This section contains a record of the mechan:ical properties of "THERMO.LAG" T-500
materials which were tested during the reporting period. All material test data for both
elev._,ted and cryogenic temperature conditions is reported in tables and is illustrated
in figures, Examination of Fi_uze 7-4 in Section VH indicates that only the flexura!
stiffness and acoustical environmental test are not completed.
PHASE III.
Results of flight simulation tests performed during this reporting period are recorded
iu tables. Results of the reduced te_t data indicating the thermal performance c_
"THERMO-LAG" T-500 materials are illustrated. This section contains results of the
low shear, oxidation, and low incident radiation simulation tests which are indicated in
Figure 7-3 in Section VII.
PHASE IV.
Specie selection studies were performed to determine the primary and secondary bonding
S-1
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techniques most suitable o,_er the environmental temperature range from -150°F to +300°F.
Results of bond shear and tensile tests performed on "THERMO-LAG" "£-500-4 for fiv_
of the promising bonding, tecluziques are recorded in tables. As indicated in the f':gures,
further selection studies are required. Studies of seconda,_] bonding materials indicate
that further screening efforts are necessai'y before conducting bo,:l shear and tensile
tests.
PHASE V.
Three artificial curing techniques considered to have utility under field conchtmns were
investigated for utilization of '_rHERMO--LAG" T-500 in the roles of joint, gap, and edge
fillers. InveF_tigation indicated that the chemical composition of "THERMO-LAG" T-500
prevented sufficient ,:ure by the conductive heat and chemical accelerator-techniques.
Further investigation of infrared heat and polymer effects on artificial curing techniques







This report is intended to co,_xey, clear'_y and concisely, the results of all tests, experi-
ments, developments, studies, and other efforts which wer,_ either conducted or planned
for use in Emerson Flectric's peJ:formance evaluatioa of "THERMO-LAG" T-509 during
the first six mopths of Contract NAS 9-.877.
The format of this repoit dist;'ibutes the contents as .-hey are grouped in the Program
Plan. Sections II and HI pr_ sent _ork accomplishments of the solid phase and thermal and
mechanical properties, r espectiv:_ly, for eiwironmental aspects. Section IV presents
the test matrices :rod results and data reduced from the conducted flight simulation testa.
These tests and results wer e placed in the section covering thermal perEormmme becm_se
ot ,_he relationshiv of its parameter evaluation to the numerical ablate.on progrma. Sections
V and VI present work accomplishn:ent_ for the attachment techniques for "TttERMO-
LAG" T-500 ma_erials and structural schemes, respectively. These six sections present
: the details of work accomplished with tables , curves, and sketches as required to convey
proper meaning as specified in Schedule, Part VI_:I, Material_: Report. Section VII reflects







SOLID-PHASE THERMAL PROPERTIES (VIRGIN AND CHARRED).
THERM/_L CONDUCTIVITY. Species of virginan_ char_ed"THERMO-LAG" "i"-500
materials were testedfor thermal conductivityvaluesby theguardedhot-platemethod
described in ASTM C177-45. The test method isdesignedtodeterminethethermal
conductivityof the material at various temperatures above, at,and below a standard
laboratoryatmosphere.
The material testspecimens we::ecirculardisks 2.5 inchesindlameterand 0.125inch
thLck. (See Figure A-l, Appendix A.) A seriesofapproximatelythirteensuccessive
observationswere made duringeach test. The observati'onswere made atintervalsnot
exceeding one hour. For the virgin"THERMO-LAG" materials,seven testswere per-
formed on T-500-4 and ten testswere perfo'.'medon T-500-6. The _'esultsofthetests
are recordedinTable2-1andiIlusfratedinFigure2-1. The dataindicatesthatthetherma]
conductivity,_ , of "THERMO-LAG" T-500-4 is approximatelylinear over the
temperature range of -150°Ftof_lesublimationtemperature,and can be reasonablyfitted
totheempiricalexpression
0.14_
where the subscript (o) denotes known values. Lndications are that the empirical expression
may also apply to the thermal conductivity above roo:n temperature lor the virgin .'1"-500-6
material.
The plotted data for _',e T-500-6 mater;al at the temperature rahge below about 0°F indicates
the increasing i_ffluence the glass mesh rnateri_l has upon the over-all thermal conductivity
of "Ttt_..RMO-LAG" T-500-6. The thermal conductivity of the glass mesh r._aterial in-
creases with decreasing temperatures below 0°F.
For the charred "TItEI_.IO-LAG" materials, nine tests were performed on T-500-4 and
ten tests were performed on T-500-6. The results of the tests aloe recorded in Table _.-1
and illustrated in Figure 2-2. The data instates that over the test tempera_re range the
variation in thermal conductivity is about 12 percent. A reasonable value of the the_.. -"
conductivity would be for
"THERMO,-LAG" T-500-_ 0.036 BTU/HR FT °F
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aterial Specimen Test Weight Specific Heat Spec_-i Area Slope Conver- Thermal
No. Temper- of of Copper men Copper sion ConductixSty
_ture Copper C/)cv Th,Ck- !Acu Ad/ Factor
'/ CM2
"F _., cu CAL/GM'_C hess BTU,'HR-
GMS 1, CM FT-¢_F
I
T-500--4 10-G-I- -150 3,10 .0940 .300 15.22 9360 242.0 .0376
Charred 4B--4
T-500-4 10-G- -150 340 " "" ,0940 .320 15.22 6970 242.0 .0533
Virgin 1-1-4
m
T-500-4 i0-G- [ -150 340 .0940 .3225 15.22 6930 242.0 .0544
Virgin 1-8-4 1
i
'r-5oo:4 " !0-'G- 0 340" .0940 - I .3185 i5.22 5400 242 0 .0690
Virgin 1-16-4
,2: ,,
T-500-4 10-G- 0 340 .094n .3165 15.22 5340 242.0 .0694
Virgm 1-6-4
_-500-4 10-G- 0 340 .0940 .507 15.22 7740 242.0 .0466
Charred i-4C-4
T-500-4 10-G- 0 310 .0940 .400 15.22 7520 242.0 .0466
Charred I-4E-4
=__ ,,
T-500-4 10-G- 77 340 .0940 .3145 15.22 8430 242.6 .0436
Charred I-4A-4
T'500-4 10-G-l-- 7_ 340 .0940 .300 15._.2 8430 242.0 .0418
Charred 4B-4
.-, ,, , ,
T-500-4 IC-G- 79 340 .0940 .a225 15.22 4730 242.0 .0798
Virgin I-4-4
T-500-4 10-G- 250 340 .0941 .3045 15.22 8940 242.0 .0399
Charred 1-19-4
T-'500-4 10-C--I'- 250 340 .0941 .3110 15.22 9260 242.0" .0394
Charred 19A-4
T-500-4 10-G- 400 340 .0941 .3125 15.22 9460 2420 .0369
Charred I-I-4
T-500-4 10-G- 400 340 .0945 .310 15.22 9960 24210 .0366
Charred I-9-4
T-.500-4 10-G- ,400 340 .0"945 _3165 15,22 1500 242,0 .I135
Virgin I-I0-4
,, =.
Table 2-1. Test Results - Thermal Conductivity (Sheet 1 of 3)
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Material Specimen Test Weight SpecificHeat Soeci- Area S}ope !Conver- Thermal
._.o, Temper- of of Co_'_er men CopF,er sion Coufluctt_it,:
ature Copper _/9 c,J Thi_k- ,qcu /_ Facto, ___
"F },_/' CAL 'GM C hess CM 2 BTU 'HR-
GM_,[_cv i, CM FT- F
I
T-500-4 10-G- 400 340 .0945 .3235 ] 15.22 2280 242.0 .0923
Virgin I-i7-4 I.. - , =
T-500-6 10-H-l- -150 340 .0940 .3125 15.22 8540 '242.0 .0429
Ch'irred 17A-q
"i'-500-6 10-H-l- -150 340 .0946 .3,0 i15.22 18180 242.0 .04_4'Charred 17B-6
T-500-6 10-H- -150 340 .0940 .320 15.22 5281 242.0 .0710
Virgin 2-17-6
T-500-6 10-H-2- -150 340 .0940 .320 15.22 4560 242.0 .0820
Virgin 17-6A
T-500-6 10-G- 77 340 .0940 .320 15.22 7050 242.0 .0532
Virgin 2-5-6
T'500:6 10-G- 77 340 .0940 .310 15.22 5870 242.0 .0623
Virgin 2-2-6
T-500-6 10-C,-- 250 340 .0941 .3275 15.22 5650 242.0 .0698
Virgin 2-4-6
-T-500-6 10-G- 250 340 .0941 .317 15.22 5240 242.0 .0717
Virgin 2-9-6
L
T-500-6 !0-H-2- 400 340 .0945 .320 15.22 7040 242.0 .0537
Virgin 16- 6
.... ,
T-500-6 10-G-2- ' 400 340 .0945 .337 1_.22 5650 242.0 ,0699
Virgin 10-6
T-500-6 10-H- 0 340 .0940 .3264 15.22 1150 242.0 .0566
Virgin 2-20-6
"T-500-6 10-G- 0 340 .0940 .3264 15.22_ 1680 242,0 .0543
Virgin 2-11-6
I'-500-6 10-H- 0 340 .0940 .3175 15.22 8840 242.0 .0422
Charred 2-15-6
T-500-6 10--H- 0 340 0940 .3022 15.22 8170 242.9 0.433
Charred 2-6-6




No. Tempe r- of of CoDper Copper sion Conductivity
ature_F Copper C/D¢_ C ]Thick- _C_ /_ Factorl/y,u_ CAL/GM hess ,,,2 BTU HR-
GMS.
I ],CM FT- Fiiii I II I IIII I
T-500-6 10-H- 77 340 .0940 .3145 15.22 8175 242.0 .0452
Charr-d 2-17-6
T-500-6 lq-H- 77 340 • .0940 .320 15.22 8840 242.0 .0422
Charred 2-19-6
T-500-6 10-G- 250 340 .0941 .3045 15.22 9300 242.0 .0384
Charred 2-8-6 --- !T-500-6 10-It- 250 340 .0941 ,312 r 15,22 9260 242.0 .0395
Charred 2-I5-6
T-500..6 10-H- 400 340 .0945 .3085 15.22 I0960 242.0 .0332
Charred 2-19-6
T-560-6 10-G- 400 340 .0945 .310 15.22 9500 242.0 .0300
Charred 2-8-6
Table 2-.1. Test Results - Thermal Conductivity (Sheet 3 of 3)
SPECIFIC HEAT. Species of virgin and charred "THERMO-LAG" materials, T-500-4 and
T-500-6 were tested for specific heat values. The tests were corducted using a method of
m.xtureswith a Parr calorimeter. Adescription of the material test .,.pecimen is illustrated
in Figure A-2, Appendix A. Mean specific heats were calculated from the tests performed
at temperatures above and below standard laboratory values by the equation
Ws
where:
_.r = Specific heat of samples
_/t = Weight of toluene (immersion liquid)
_/s = Total weight of sample
_ttt = Initial tempera.e-.,re of toluene
_-5_ = Initial temperature of samples
2-5
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-r" = _ there exists equilibrium temperatures between samples and toluene.For ,
:" The results of the conducted tests are recorded it, Table 2-2 and illustrated in Figures
2-3 and 2-4. Figure 2-3 shows plots of the mean specific heat of virgin "THER._80-LAG '
materials, T-500-4 and T.-500-6 as a Zunction of temperature. The charred "THERMO-
LAG" n,ateriMs, T-500-4 and T-500-6, as a function ol temperature is _ven hi Figure
2-4. The trends of the plotted data are typical for th ,_ types of material tested•
Figure 2-3. Mean Specific Heat of Virgin "THERMO-LAG" T-SG0-4 and T-500-6
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Figure 2-4. Mean Specific _Ieat of Charred "THERMO-LAG" T-500-4 and T-500-6
-'--- C/o Spe, ific HeatMaterial Specimen Initial lnit'_al Equilibratior_ T¢ Ts Tol- t
Weight Specimen Toluene Temperature "F "F uene of Specm_en
GM$ Temper- Temper- 'F Weight BTU/ BTU/LB-"F
ature atu,re GM8 I_,B-°F
°F °F
- t
T-500-6 98.24 130 72.55 75.10 2.55 5,i.90 2091 .395 0.389 at 102
Charred I
T2500-6 99.77 350 81.03 91.68 10.6b 258.32 i 2122 .403 0.358 _t 221
Charred I
T-500-6 98.89 -295 81.72 70.01 11.71 365.01 2056 ,403 0.271 at-113
Charred
T-500-6 98.60 -295 82".40 71.29 LI.11 366.29 2099 .404 0.261 at-112
Charred
T-_U0-6 99.04 -89.5 91.10 86.64 4.46 176.14 2002 .403 0,208 at .-2
Charred
Table 2-2. Test Results - Specific Heat (Sheet 1 of 3)
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Material Specimen iJitial I_tial Equilibratioa ' _t ,7-5 To:- Cp r specific Heat
Weight 5"pecimen Totuene Teml:erature _F oF ueae of Specimen
GMS Temper- Tem,_er- _F Weight Bru/ BTU/LB- °F
ab'.re ature GMS !LB-.°F
_F %"
 _5oo,4I I99.74 350 78.57 90.75 12.18 259.25 2116 .402 0.400at200
Charred
L
"1"-500-4 98._0 429 7_,36 90.88 14.52 338 12 2150 .401 0.377 at 260
Charred {
-- ,, ,,,,
T-500 9f.91 130 76.03 76.03 2.00 51.97 2110 .401 0.326 at 104
Charred
{ ...... {
T-500-4 J9.52 130 i 75.35 77.24 1.89 52.76 2113 .40! 0,305 at 103
Charr¢_l
- ; i=_i F - J ,=,
- T-5_)-4 98.69 -300 80.75 66.65 14.1 366.55 204_ .403 0.3i2 at -Ii7
Charred
, , i
=T-500-4 98.68 -2-'._0 81.51 67.70 13.81 362.70 2009 .403 0.312 at -116
Charr_.d
r m ,,,,
T-500-4 98.16 -70 _ I_1.74 78.21 3._3 14_.21 2085 .403 0.204 at 4
Charred I
l,m_
T.-500-6 94_70 5_) 70.28 85.36 15.08 414'.64 1990 .402 0.308 at 292
Virgin :
T--50_6 JO0.71 5OO I 69.90 84.48 14.58 415.52 1969 j .4O2 0.274at 292
Virgin
T_500-4 99.40 496 76.05 93.46 17.41 402.54 2159 .403 0.378 at 294
Virgin
T-500-4 93,8,_ 502 78.96 93.87 14.91 408.13 2045 .404 0.322 at 298
w rgtn
: T-500-4 10,L04 -275 78.22 66.10 10.12 343.10 1983 .400 0.234 at -103
Virgia
= --_ -- , ,, ,, , _
: ":--_00-4 98.32 -81 +el._;0 77.05 4.25 158,05 2060 o403 0,226 at-2
"
"T-500-4-- :97,46 -81- 76.55 72.73 3.82 153.73 2043 .401 0,210 at-4
virgin 1,
Tv500--4 95.60 -298 79.06 70.30 8.76 368.30 2081 .401 0.208 at-114
Virgin
,,, , -
T-500-4 94,03 -210 75.43 69.41 6.02 279.41 2070 .400 0,190 at'-_70
virgin j
: Table 2-2. Test Results - Specific Heat (Sheet 2 of 3)
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r'Material SpecimenS] ir.itial ''' L_ittal Ec_lilibratxon _ _5 -2:o1- Cp t specific Heat"
Weight Specimen Toluene Temperature _F oF ucne of Specimen
GMS Temper- Tempe:'- °F Weight BTU/ BTU/LB- °F
ature ahtre GMS LB-°F
oF %-
T-500.-6 95.44 -221' 73.-_{}- 67,00 6.80 288.00 2035 0.399 0.201 at-77
Virgin
T-500-6 95.70 -302 FJ3.20 71'15 12.05 373.15 2_,04 0.402 0,286 at-116
Virgin
T-500-6 95.28 293 78.53 66.35 12.18 359.53 2080 0.400 0.296 at-I14
Virgin
i, i
T-500--6 _ Toluene IToluene Toluene
Virgin 93.4q 417 81.80 65.20 15.60 315._0 I917 .407 .406 at 257
T-500-6 !Toluene Toluene Toluene
Virgin 96.21 400 79.58 66.31 13.27 307.15 1910 .405 .353 a,' 245
: , | , .__
T-500-6 TCP TC_ TCP
Virgin 83.84 493 296 286 8 189 2430 .490 .60b at 399
,m
T-500-6 TCP TCP TCP
Virgin 83.85 516 308 300 8 202 2387 .490 .553 at 4i5
n .,.
T-500-4 Tolue,_e Toluene Toluene
Charred 98.2 429 76.36 61.84 14.52 338.12 2150 .401 .377 at 26
•
T-500-4 Toluene Toluene Toluene
C,,arred 97.88 432 77.65 63f,2 14.13 340.22 2!52 .402 .367 at 262
i
T-500-4 TCP TCP* TCP .
Charred 195 431 313 301 12 106 2295 .490 .652 at 378
T-500-6 TCP TCP TCP
Charred 198.88 461 320 310 10 130 2150 .490 .407 at 396
T-500-4 _ Toluene Toluene Toluene
Virgin 85.5 400 69.11 56.92 12.19 318.7 2070 .401 371 at 241
t
T-500-_, Toluene ToTuene Toluene
Virgin 90.46 495 77.90 55.30 22.60 394.5 1832 .406 473 at 298
.... i .... I
T-500..4 Toluene Toluene Toluene
Virgir, 99.4 496 76.05 58.64 17.41 402.54 2159 .403 .378 at 294
T-501)-4 TCP TCP : TCP
Virg'/,n 129.69 496 302 290 12 _ 182 2344 .490 .583 at 405
T-5_0-4 TCP , TCP _ _ TCP
Vtr,_in 185.59 460 318 304 14 138 2297 .490 .61 at 40!
i
*T rttoluyl Phosph_.te






DP,NSITY. Tests were performed to measure the density of virgin "THERMO-LAG" ma-
teriali_ T-500-4 and T-5C0-6 in accordance with Method A of ASTM D792-50, using a
labor'tory gravitometer. A description of the material test specimen i_ illustrated in
Figu,-e A-3, Appendix A.
Twelve samples each of "THERMO._LAG" materials, T-500-4 _.nd T-500-6 were subjected
to density testing at temperatures of -iSO°F to 400°F. The results of these tests are pre-
sented in Fi_o-az,e 2-0. Within the range of experimental accuracy, the densities of the t_o
compounds correspond and vary in almost a siraight Iine re!_ttionship from about 68 LB/
' FT3 at -150°F to about 59 LB/FT" at 400°F.
"THERMO-LAG'" T-500-4 "THERMO-LAG" T-580-6
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•Figure 2-5. Density Versus T_ aperature.for "+






VACUUM EXPOSURE. The ,effect of very low pressure (5 x 10_5 MM Hg), equivalent to
that realized at an extreme altitude, on "THERMO-LAG" n_ateria_s T-500-4 and T,-500-6
was investigated. The mater_al test $pec_.mers one inch sqt_are and 3/8-inch thick were
contained in flasks which were cormected to the b_igh vacuum system and evacuated to the
desired vacuum. Fc;r the htgi_ temperature tests, the flasks contairLing ,..e specimens
were surrounded by a c¢_ns,_ temperat_are bath. A descriptior, of the material test speci-
men is illustrated ).n Fi_are A-4, Appendix A.
The weight loss per unit area of the "THERMO-I.AG" materials for given periods of
exposure, a g_ven Fressure, and for a range of temperatures _s determined. The results
of one _:rough seven and 48-hour periods of exposure are recorded in Tables 2-3 and 2-4,
respecti_,;ely. The zecorded data for the one to seven hourly tests are average values for
three tests of very similar initial weights. The average value of two tests are recorded
for the 4tS-hour periods of exposure. Test results for "THERMO-LAG" T-500-4 for 80°F
and 250_F are illustrated in Figure 2-6. A study of the recorded data indicates a substantial
portion of the total weight loss occurred within the first seven hours of exposure. A portion
of this weight loss is attributed to loss o_ physically entrapped liquid volatiles.
! I I I I I I I I I" I I
_" __ Crosshatched areas represent __
_ weight loss attributed to physically .....
_ entrapped liquid volatiles
.03 250';F
"® .02 -- -" -_ " _ " "- II
, ............
_ _ ,//z/_ ,'/z _/,,/,,v Z/N/, y/, .,'/. "//. y,_ "/] - //,
" 0 5 i0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45.2 r
: Time _,f Exposure (HR)
Figure '2-6. Effect of Temperature at Low Pressure (10:5 MM HG) on Weight Loss of
"THERMO-LAG" T-500-4
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Table 2-3. Weight Loss of "THERMO-LAG" T-500-4
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Tzble 2-4. Effect of Low Pressure and Temperature
for 48 Hours on "THERMO-LAG" T-500
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THERMAL-CHEMICAL OIARACTERISTICS.
PHASE CHANGE OF VIRGIN MATERIAL. A qualitative investigation usin5 differential
thermal analysis was performed to determine whether phase changes occur prior to sub-
limation, to determine if the phase cha.iges are endothermic or exothermic, and to deter-
mine the apl:roximate temperature of sublimation. The apparatus used in the determination
was a Deltatherm Differential Thermal Analyzer and anexternal furnace. Both "THERMO-
LAG" T-500-_ and T-500-4 were analyzed, using approximately one gram of pulverized
material for each test.
The results of the _nalysis for "THERMO-LAG" T-500-4 and T-500-6, where heated rates
of 35.6, 41, and 50°F/minute were imposed are illustrated in Fi_o_res 2-7 and 2-18. Both
materials were analyzed in an inert atmosphere. A study of recorded data indicates that
two distinct phase changes occurred for each test. The first endotherm indicates a phase
change in the crystal structure of the subiiming material. The second endotherm indicates
the temperature of sublimation of the subliming material taken as the point at which t:he
slope cbange is first obser_,ed. The sublimation temperature, as indicated in the illustra-
tions, is on the average about 560°F f_" T-500-4, and 545°F for T-500-6.
i
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Figure 2-7. Differential Thermal Analysis of "THERMO-LAG" T-500-4 for a Heated
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Figure 2-8. Differential Thermal Analysis of "TIfERMO-LAC-" T-500-4 for a Heated
Rate of 35.6°F per Minute
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_-'igure 2-9. Differential Thermal Analysis of "THERMO-LAG" T-500-4 for a Heated
Rate of 35.6°F per Minute
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Figure 2-10. DifferentialThermal Analysis of "TIiERMO-LAG" T-500-4 for a Heated
Rate of 35.6°F per Minute
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Figure 2-11. DifferentialThermal AnalysL_ of "THERMO-I_G" T-500-_ for a l-leated
Rate of 41°F per Minute
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Figure 2-12. DifferentialThermal Ana.ly_isof "THERMO-LAG" k'-600-4Zor a Heated
Rate of 41_F per Minute
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Figure 2-14. Differenti_I Therm_1 A_ysis of "THERMO-LAG".T-500-4 for _ Heated
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Figure 2-15. Differential Thermal Analysis 0f "TttERMO-I.AG" T-500-6 fo_' a Heated
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Figure 2-18. Differential Thermal Analysis of "THERMO-LAG" T-500-6 ior a Heated
_Rate of 50_C per Minute
THERMOGRAVIM.ETRIC ANALYSIS. A qualitative investigation using thermogravimetric
analysis was performed to determine the rate that "THERI_.O-LAG '' T-500 material loses
weight during the sublimation process at a constant temperature rise, and to determine
the temperature range at which the maximum weight loss of "THERMO-LAG" T-500
occurs. The apparatus used in the determination was a Deltatherm Thermogravimetric
/_,alyzer, which incozl_ozates an electronic balance and an external furnace. Both
"_HERMO-LAG" materials, T-500-4 and T-500-6, were analyzed using approximately
three to four milligrams of pulverized material for each test.
The test results for "THERMO-LAG" T-500-4, where two or nlore heated rates of 35.6,
41. and 50°F/mbmte were imposed are iilustrated in Figures 2-19 through 2-25. Figures
2-26 through 2-31 i!lustra_.e the test results for "THERMO-LAG" T-500-6 for the same
imposed heated rates. Fig_re 2-32 illustrates the fractional weight loss for 'r-500-4
powdered material. Due to the powdered state of the material, a larger weigh_ loss occurred
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Figure 2-19. Thermogravimetric Analysis of "THERMO-LAG" T-590-4 for a Hea.ted
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Figure 2-20. Thermogravimetric Analysis of "THI?:RMO-LAG" T-500-4 _ox a Hea_ed
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Figure 2-21. Th_rmogravimetric Analysis o£ "THERMO-LAG" T-500-4 for a Heated
! Rate of 41°F per Minute
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Figure 2-22. Thermogravimetrie Anatysis of "TItERMO-LAG" T-500-4 for a Heated
Rate of 41°F per Minute
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Figure 2-23. Thermogravimetric Analysis of "THERMO-L_G" T-500-4 for R i-leated
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Figure 2-24. Thermogravimetric Anaiysis of "THERMO-LAG" T-500-4 for a Heated
Rate of 50°F per Minute
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Figure 2-2C. _I'nermogra-dmetric Analysis of "THERMO-LAG" T-500-6 for a Heated
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Figure 2-27. Thermogra_metric Analysis of "THERMO-LAG" T-500-6 for a Heated











i'lgure 2-28. Thermogravimetric Analysis of "THERMO-_LAG" T-500-6 for a Heated
Rate of 41°F per Minute
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Figure 2-29. Thermogravimetric Analysis of "THERMO-LAG" T-500-6 for a Heated
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Figure 2-30. Therm_gravimetricAnalysisof"THERMO-LAG" T-500-6 fora Heated
Rate of 50_F per Minute
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Figure 2-31. Thermogravimetric Analysis of "THERMO-LAG" "1'-500-6 for a Heated
Rate of 50°F per Minute
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Figure 2-32. Thermogravimetric Anal]sis of "THERMO-LAG" T-500-4 Fractional
Weight Loss
GAS CHROMOTOGRAPH STUDIES. Experiments are being u_d,_rtaken to analyze the
composition of the gases produced from the ci,ar fornmtioo of heated "THERMO-I,AG"
T-500. The determination of the produced gases will e'zable an analysis to be performed
cn the debris layer mechanism.
The experiment utilizes a glass quartz tube which contains a known quantity of "THI_RMO-
LAG" T-500-4 heated at a specific temperature by radiant lamps. The quartz tube is
evacuated _.o remo-Je the air, and the gases produced are coilected in a deflated balloon.
The gases collected are passed through a gas chrornotograph for separation of the various
fractions. The retention time is recorded. The gases that condensed in the tube are col-.
Iected and frac_ionized by distillation. No results, are reported at this time. Effort will









MECHANICAL PROPERTIES (PRECAST AND SPRAYED MATERIALS)
TENSILE STRENG" tl.
To facilitate testing at temperature extremes where utilization of (:or,ve,_uonal
extensometers are not posa_.ble, tab-end specimens were used to determine the tensile
properties of "TItERMO-LAG"materials T-500-4andT-500-6. The material test _r,e,c_.men
m_ 2el,_ are illusts'ated 'n Figure A-5. (See Appendix A.)




(_',w r = Tensile Strength, (LB/IN.2)
'/'_Z r = Maximum load carried, (LB)
A = Cross-sectional area of sample, (IN. 2)
The initial modulus stress was determined by using the recorded data in the equation
where:
L-- = Initial modulus (LB/IN. 2)
= Stress at elastic limit, (LB/IN.2)
_. = Strainate}.ast!climit(IN./IN.)
The elongationoI the specimen,_ m_ ' (IN./IN) was determined from theeq,mtion
Z_ max
where: E max - Gase /..er,_tJ_
Z_ max = Total ir"-ease in length (IN.} of gage length.
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Twelve tests were p-r_orm_d on each of the "THFRMO-LAC" materials T-.500-4 and
F-500-6. The results of these tests are illustrated m Figures 3-1 !.hrough 3-3 and reco'ded
in Table 3-i. The tensile strength data for matemals T-500-4 and T-500-6 are plotted in
Figure 3-1. The data indicates the increase in tensile stren_h contributed by the laminated
tibers m the material. Figure 3-2 shows the i_iti,l modalus of the T-500 materials. The
ten,silo elongations of the T-500 materiats are illostratedih Figure 3---3. The r-5C0--6 data
indicates the effect the low-ductile strength laminated fibers have upon elongation.
The te sts indicate that due to the metal ta0s, there was a stress concentration at the ends
of the "THERMO-LAG" specimens. At elevated temperatures, the materials were ductile
enough to dissipate this effect and failures then occurred in the middle of the test specimens
At the cryogenic temperature region, the failures occt:rred in the bond between the speci-
men mid the tab-end which accounts for the low recorded values oi"tensile strength and
elongatton illustrated in Figures 3-i :and 3-3, respectively. These tests were conducted
during the selection phase for a desirable bonding material. Additional tensile tests will





Figure 3-3. Tensile Elongation of "THEIRMO-LAG" T-500-4 and T'500-6
Sample No. _ TEMPERATURE Ultimate _nitialModulus Elongation
i (°F) Strength (PSI) (IN/IN)(psx)
I i _ liB I II li ill I a II I i • J_ II-P=1-16°6 400 280 11,000 .020
I-P- I-I_'-6 400 260 I0,800 .020
1-P-1-13-6 250 475 23,200 .021
1- P- 1-15--6 250 525 24,000 ,023
...................... i





-- . ' i u __. m
Sample No. TEMPERATURE Ulhmate Initial Modulus Elor_tion
(°F) Strength (PSI) (IN/IN)
(PSI)
1-P-1--11-6 80 790 62,200 .019
1-9-1-4-6 8C 850 63,000 .020
1-9-1-1-6 0 1250 166,000 .010
1-9-1-2-6 0 iiSU 175,000 .010
1-_P- 1- 8-6 -100 1260 244,000 .009
1- P-1-6-6 -100 1290 246,000 .009
1-P-I-IO-_ _ -150 1310 184, 000 ,008
l-P- 1-19-6 -150 1315 183,000 .007
L
1-.°.-1-6-4 400 20 2, 300 .040
1-P-1-2-4 400 23 3,600 .024
!o9-1-4-4 250 145 16,300 .021
1- P- 1-_-4 250 135 9,859 .028
1-P- 1-9-.4 80 380 51,300 .049
1- P- 1- 8- 4 80 400 50,500 .044
1-9_ 1-7-4 0 850 114,000 .009
1-9-1-11-4 0 880 148,000 .006
1-9-1-13-4 -100 620 198,000 .005
1-9-1-14-4 -100 6C0 191,000 .005
i,
1-9- I-15-4 - 150 630 168,000 .004
1-9-1-17-4 -15(_ 580 173_ 000 .008
I i ii




The ._,exural properties of "TItERMO-LAG" T-500 were determined in accordance wtth
ASTM D 790-61A. The material test specimens were rectangul;:r bars of 4.0 x 0._,5 x 0.5
inches. (See Appendix A, Figure A-._.)
The maximum flexuraI strength O" in the outer tiber was d3termined by using the recorded
data ir. the standard stress equation
YPk
where:
O'- = Maximum flex'ural stress, (L_/FT2)
= A1_plied load, (LB)
/ = Span of specimez, (FT)
= Width oi specimen, (FT)
r
Q/ = Depth of specimen (FT)
_rocrteen tests were performed on each of the '_FH_:RMO-LAG" materials T-509-4 and i
T-500-6.._,-ren of these were under cryogenic con_tions. Results of the tests are plotted i
: in Figure _'-4 and recorded in Table 3-2. The laminated fibers _mT-500-6 contribute to ;f
its higher flextiral strength for the entire range of test temperatures.
J
Figure 3-4 also records the ultraviolet test data oi T-500-4 and T-500-_. Three test._ i
were performed on each material. The recorded data indicates that ultraviolet exposure
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Figure 3-4. FlexuralStrengthof"THERIVIO-LAG" T-500-4and T-500-6
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, ,L_ _ T
_vlRterlai i Speci- - T_:r.pera.- Specic}en Specimen Speci- I Travel M&ximum/ Flexural
men .are De_._ Width men Rate Load St:'engtn
NO, :_F) (Inches) (Inches) Sp'an : Cros,_- (LBS) LB/IN 2
i (Inches) ! head
1 _: (IN.,,'MIN) II T-500-6 _ 3-H-2- 90 .251 .500 2.61_'7' .05 "i'- 1.5 1930
Virgin . 2- '3 ] ii J I
T-500-4 i3-Cr.1- 90 .252 .498 2.687 .05 1230
Virgin 1!1-4 .[ I0
T- 500-4 3-G- 90 .253 .496 2.687 .05 10 1272
Virgin I-5-4 [_._ ,., r, ., I ,
T-500-6 8-H- 250 .250 .504 2.687 ,05 9 _150
Virgin 1-1-, 6 i
T- 500-6 8-Ii- 250 .250 I .504 2.667 .05 10 i')79
Virgin 1-6-6 l
L
T-500-4 3-G- 250 .252 .500 2.687 .05 "6 762
Virym 1-7,4 ]
T-500-4 3-G- _ 250 .249 .495 2.687 _ .05 5,5 7?3
VirgL,x 1-12-4
-- , , |
T-500-6 3-H- -- 400 .251 '.498 2.687 05 2.5 322
Virgin 2-5-6 I
T- 500-6 8-H- 40G .251 .502 2.687 .05 3.5 45_"
Virgin 1-2-6
T-500-4 3-G- 4_3 .251 .493 2.687 _- .05 2 257
Virgin 1-1-4
T-500-4 a-G- 400 .253 .504 2.687" .05 2 250
Virgin I- _,-4
T-500-4 "3-0_- _--- 0 .247 .503 4.030_" : .05 18.2 ½'38,_ -
Virgin C-1-4
T- 500-4 3-08' _'a .25 .492 4. _305 .05 1_.2 2382
Virgin C-1-4
1"'500-4 3-(;9- " -100 _257 .501 4.0305 " ,05 " 17.1 " 20"82
Virgin C- I-4
H, "L , ,=
T-500-4 3-11- '-100 P' .254 .497 4.0305 ,05 17.0 _-135
Virgin C-1-4
T-500-4 3-03:. - -100 .753 ,--4"9"6 4.0305 .05 17.0 2161
V_rgin C-I-4





M_tcrial Spcci-- Tempera- Specn,-,r,n£p_chnen _peci- Travel | Maximum F!exural
men ture Depth _Aidth men Rate Load Strength
/ ,




T- 500-4 3-12- -i50 .247 .498 4.(305 .05 t7.4 2270
¢i_gm C -I-4
L
T-._9'_,"_, 3-06- -150 --,25C _509 4.0_05 .05 15,7" 1990
Virgin C-I-4




T-500-6Virgin_C-I-63-05--- 0 ----- ---"2a_E [ .500,.__ 4.03J5 [ .05 30.5 3991
VlrginT-500"62-8-63"H- -100 ,250 i .501 4.0305 II .05 23.75 3058
Virgin -12-3 i i
Virgin -£,- 6
ii.., o 1Virgin -9.,__
U'.travioletTests
T-500-4 8-G-, I 17 .250 .502 4,0_05 .05 9.7 !245
I-5-4 f
To 500-.4 8-G- i "/7 ,250 .505 4,0_05 .05 9.75 1244
1-4-_ I
T-500- 4 8..g-. 7'/ .250 .50_ 4.0305 .05 9.75 1'248
1-6-4
T-50£-6 8-H- 77 .254 .501 4.0_0_ .05 17'.0 2121
I-3..6
T-500-6 8-H =-- 77--_ ,254 "_6 4,0305 " .05 17.4 21,/1
I-!-6
I
_-_oo-i;:',:1-__6 _ ._so .502........i4.0305 ,05 _8.4 1[_:362
Table 3 "




Shear stress properties in the d,_.rection normaI to the t2at face, surface of "THERMO, LAG"
T-500 specimens were determinea in accordance with ASTMD 732-46, usirtg the punch type
shear too!. 'the material test specimens were 0.25 inch thick blocks two inches square
with a 5/16 inch hole drilled in the center to accommodate the bolt on the shear too!. (See
Appendix A, Figure A-8.)
The plmched shear stress was determined byusingthe recorded data in the standard stress
A
where"
= Shear stre,lgtb (LB/IN. 2)
__ = Load carried (LB)
}_ = Area of sheared edge (FT 2)
Area of she _red edge = X C
C :- Circumference of the punched tool (Trd), where diameter of punch toot was one
inch.
X -: Thicknes_ of specimen
Thirteen tests were performed on each of ':he "THERMO-LAG" materi_ls T-500-4 and
-r-5o0-6. six tests for T-500-4 and seve_ te_,ts for T-500-6 ',_ere performed at cyroger._ic
conditions. The results of these tests for both materials are plotted in Figure 3-5 and
recorded in Table 3-3. The reported sb,ea_ strength is bAgb.er for the T-500-6 material
at room and elevated _emperatures as it is :n the direction normal to the laminated fibers.
.For the ras_ge of temperatures tested, the results indicate that Llle T-500-6 material con-
rains about the appropriate percentage of _::_*ninated fibers. They contribute to its higher
normal shear stress at elevated temperatc_res and cause on17 slightly lower values _Lan
the normal T-500 material at cryogenic teL_peratures. The s[:ear stress tests normal to
the structural fibers of the material are to simulate approximately tl_e effects that im-
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Figure 3-5. Shear Strength of "THERMO-LAG" T-500-4 and T-500-6
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...................Sample No,. Temperature Th_Jmess Area of Shear
(°F) (IN.) (IN.2) Load I _tren_gth
(LB) [ (PSI.)
m , -- ,- L
2'M- 1-i-6 " ' 85 .251 _-(. 251)=o787 984.0
2-M- 1- :tA-6 86 .248 .7"19 952. G
2-M-l-i2._ 250 .248 .782 4_7.o
2-M- I- 11-{_ 250 .2465 .773 479.0
2-M-I-6-6 200 .247 .775 516.0
2-M- 1-2-6 400 .2495 .783 243.0
2-M- 1-9-6 400 .248 .779 276.0
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COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION.
Tests to determine the coefficient of thermal expansion for "THERMO-LAG" T-500 were
performed on bota virgin and charred materials in accordance with ASTM D 696-44. A
description of the material test specimen is illustrated ir Figure A-9. (See Appendix A.)
The coefficient of thermal expansion, O6 _ (IN/IN.°C) was calculated from the meas_lred
O




_, L = Average of three changes in length of the sample.:. Sue to heating, (inches).
/ = Length of test sample at test temperature, (inche_).
A 7- = Temperature difference, °C, over whichthe changes inlength of the specimen
are measured.
Eight tests were performed on each of the virgin "TttERMO-LAG" materials T-500-4 and
T-500-6, The ,'esults of these tests are illustrated in Figure 3-6 and recorded in Table
3-4. Study of the plotted data indicates certain behavior characteristics of the two ma-
terials.
1. A phase transition from the gla_s to the elcstic state in the temperature regime below
room value for T-500-6.
2. The irratic behavior above 250°F indicates where T-500-4began to behave as a viscct, s
fluid.
For' the charred "THER1V_O-LAG" ten tests were performed on each of the materials





Figure 3,6. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion at Virgin "THERMO-LAG '' Materials
"_ T.-500-4 and T-500-R
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M_terL_ ! Sample No. Temperaturo _ z/__ z_ -F _ . Z_L! inches inches °C L x A T• oc oF m/mL_oc
• i i ......
i ,ll
T-500-4 13-G-I-21- _ -95 -139 2.01'/4 .0011'I 30 1.93xi0 -5
charred I J
i ]1i i i i i _ 5T-500-4 13-_1-30-4 -91 -132 2.0410 .00087 30 1.42x10-
charred
i •
T-500-4 1_-_1-22-4 -)8 _ 0 2.0468 .00161 ._0 2.62x10 -5
_.arred
iN i i-, i
T-500-4 13-G-I-23-4 -18 O 2.0550 .00154 30 2.50xi0 -5
charred
i
T-5_-4 13-_1-25-4 24 75 2.0497 .002!8 30 3.55x10 -5
c'_rred
'-i n nl m -_
_['-500-4 13-G,-1-29-4 24 '/5 2.0535 .00t93 30 I 3.13x10-5
e_arred 1
'_-500-4 13-_1-2_4 121 250 2.0583 ._148 30 2.4_1C -5
charred
I roll ii i ii __ _ lil ill,
T-500-4 13-_.1-26-4 121 250 2.0620 ._1_5 30 2.83.1_5
_mrred
; n ii I __
T- 500-4 13-_1-2_4 157 315 2.07101 .00_ 32 30 2.12x1_ 5
ch_u'red 1i ___, iN iT-50_4 13-_1-2V-4 157 315 2.0640 .001_6 30 3-0_10 -5
_arred
T-500-4 13-G--1-13-4 -96 -141 2.0'/22 .00206 30 3.31x10-5
i _1 i i
T-500-4 13-G,-1-16-4 -96 -141 2.0384 .00162 30 2.65x10"5
,If, _-,w_ ii i ii I i i i iT-500-4 13-G-1-6-4 -18 0 2.0'/19 .00339 30 6.26X10-5
i
T-500-4 13-G--1-1-4 -18 0 2.0629 I .00_35 3_ 6.22X1_-5




J_tches inches °C L 7-
oc
T-500-4 13-G--I-4-4 2,4 7e 2.0780 _00355 30 4.09xi0 -5
, i i
T-500-4 13-G-i-17-4 30 86 2.0801 .00260 30 4.17xi0-5
ii ii i
T-500-4 13-G-_-20-4 157 315 2.0589 .00,_92 30 1.489xi0 -'5
,i ml m i
T-500-4 13-G.-I-14-4 157 315 2.0735 .00030 30 .482xi0-5
im • , i i i ,_ ._-r*iia
T-500--4 13-G--1-11-_ 157 4 315 2.0897 .00201 30 3.21x10"=
i , ,,,
T-51_-6 I_-G-.1-2"-6 -94 ..137 2.0_49 ,000'/8 3G Io27x10 -5
charred
T-500-6 13-G-1-22-6 -96 -'141 2.C621 ,00030 30 i.29xi0 -5
charred
ii i ii i i
I, T-500-6 13-G--1-25-6 -18 0 2.0817 ,00116 30 1.86x10-5
I charred .......
T-500-_ 13-G-1-8- 6 -18 0 2,0B14 .00,_32 30 5.82x10-5
charred [ •
T-E30-6 13-G-1-24.-6 ,*,'4 '/5 2.0730 .00,',41 30 _..2:7x'.,0-5
ch2rred
T ,500-6 13-G-1-26-6 24 75 2.0736: .00152 30 .
charred
i
charredT-500-613-C,-1-_.3-6 i121 I 250 _,0587 .00162 30 2.62rA0 -5
-- L _
T-500-6 13-G-1-21-6 121 250 2.0551 .00203 ,30 3.29x10 _5
chara'ed
m muir i IL __ I_
T-500-6 13-G-l-12-fl I 157 315 2.0588 .00103 30 1.67x10-5
charred I ........




Material Sample No. Temperat-lre L _ L z_ T Q : Z_ L
:- Inches inches °C L × _T
°c N./rN.-°C
T-500-6 ! 13-G-.1-7-6 15'1 3_5 2,0461 ,00098 30 lo60X10 -5
charred
T-500-6 13-G--I-15-6 -96 .-141 2.0496 :00)79 30 2.91x10 -5
mi,__ i r i . _,=
T-500.-6 1;_-C--1-7-6 -96 -141 2.0636 ._0205 30 3_ix10 :_
•, i ii , ii i .... i
T-500-6 13-t5-i-10-6 -18 0 2o1000 .00318 30 5,05x10 -5
I , l
'1-500-6 13-G-1-3-6 80 86 2.0854 ,00180 30 3,04x10-'5
i u I
T-500-6 13-G-1-6-6 80 86 2.09't5 .00270 30 4.29x10 -5
_ , 4xlO,5T-500-6 13-G-1-1'7-6 157 315 2.10"10 °00081 30 1.28
,,, | i
T-500-6 13-C,,-1-14-6 15"/ 315 2.0809 .00052 30 ,833xi0 "5
T-500-4 13- G-1-2-4 121 250 2.0933 .002'7 30 4.30X10__5 r'----
T-500-4 13-G-I _-4 121 250 2.0867 .0025 30 4.0x10"5
i I j. . -- II I_ "
T-509-6 I3-H-2-1-6 121 250 _.0:Ut .0009 30 1.45x10-"
_- 9x10_5'r-500-6 13-It-2-10-6 121 250 2.0625 .0008 30 1.2






RE-ENTRY SIMULATION (CONVECTION AND RADIATION).
TEST DESIGN.
This test program was designed to use existing techniques for the evaluation of existing
thermodynamic performance of "THERMO--LAS" T-500 material. Work progressed in
this test phase which was also designed to separate the dJ.fferent effects of the environment
upon the material so that the test data could be correlated with theoretical predictions.
The flight simulation tests conducted during the rep,grting period were:
1. Variation of oxygen concentration in plasr2.a st, earn.
2. Ablation performance under purely radiative heat loads.
3..Flight simulation for sidewall heating at low pressures.
VARL&TION OF OXYGEN CONCEt[TRATION IN PLASMA STREAM.
To provide an order of magnitude estimate of the importance of debris layer-oxygen
chemical kinetics up, re. the rate and extent of debris layer recess'on in relation to the
varhtion of oxygen concentration in the plasma stream, the test matrix recorded in Table
4-1 was used. The test matrix contains _e conditions znd durations Of tests performed
on t,ie model geometries.
Table 4-2 identifies each test and summarizes _e preliminary, results. The preliminary
data reduction results which indicate the trends of parameter interdependency associated
•_ith an oxidizing debris are :.,resented in Figdres 4-1 and 4-2. A summary oI :he data re-
duction and the approac,, to the analysis of debris layer recession is discussed in the
following paragraphs.
The surface recession of a carbonaceous debris ,ayer under the influence of a high energy
fluid s_ream was determined by experimental analysis. Consideration was given to:
1. Oxidation of carboy wit/, oxygen in the fluid stream.
2. Erosion from shear stress exerted mostly by the displaced nitrogen.
4-1
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The empirical expression was a function of the carbon surface temperature. Experimental
data indicates that recession by oxidation rrevails at carbon surface temperatures oi
approximately 3300°F and boio'z, with erosion by shear stresses predominant at the higher
values.
Predicted values of the reaction rate are tabulated in Table 4-3. Table 4-4 records
experimental data and the results of the analysis. Investigation of the tabulated test data
indicates that only the rate eontr_It_:._g term of the applied Arrhenius equa[ion was used to
deter,nine the values of RI and n.
A cne:k of the analytical =,alues was made from a cross plot of recession versus surf_ze
temperature as a function of test time. Variation of the parameter from 0 to 1.0 (the term
RI is independent of surface temperature) resulted in almost equivalent values of RI. The
values of RI listed in Table 4-4 were predicted for the order of reaction, n = 0.9.5. The
existing "¢ariations in the predicted reaction rate constants are 15 percent.
Use of tb,e predicted values for the _erms R I and n allowed the rate controlling equation
to be expressed in the generalized form
d_ 0.Z5
=ioo J J6...__._o'-7 e- 7,,.
for the instantaneous reaction rate, and
0.2./-.o,<)z,e
for the over-all recesmon.
A correlation of debris recession for the oxidation test _ illustrated in Figure 4-3. The
ranges of variables at which the diffL'sion contIolling equation an_i tl_ recession due to
oxidation effect equation can be expected to give good correlation to measured recession
rates are"
(oF:)=.;ooo-aaoo
/°Oz / s_'a_(a,tm) = 0.0001- 0.006
1966001423-075
20
_ Hg = 5,000 BTU




Figure 4-1. Percentage of t_xygen Versw_ Surface Recession for "THERMO-LAG" T-50_
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0 2, 500 5, 000 10, 000
TotalEn_ha].py(BTU/LB)
Figure 4-2. IIeat Blockage Versus Total Enth_Ipy for "TH_RMO-LAG '' 7-500
4-4
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Figure 4-3. Correlation of Debris Recession Data
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StagnationPressure _ _ _ _J _ _ o o o [--r-L--
_ATM) o c o o o o _ _ _ _,_ea
• • • • Q • O0 0 ¢._ 0 0
• • • O0(D
C01d Wall _',=,,_*_,,,, o o o o o o o o o ;-,o o
Heat Flux (BTU/FT2-SEC) ,._-_,._ v_v__ ,._,-_,,
|n n i i me
c_ cO cO
Nose Radius ,._,-_,._ ,-4,._,- _._'_.._._,._,._,-4(IN.)
T_ Enth_py _ ':;oo° ooo°_ ooo°o _ _
(BT_LB) _ _ _ o o o o o o = o o
Model No. "_"_"_ _ "_"_ "__ m. _..coI I ! I I I P_ _ ! !
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C ,) 0 0
Test Point _. _ _ i c__-_o :_ :_,.-- _ _
i
ooo ooo ooo ooo
Run Duration (SEC) _ _ _ o o o _ _ _ o o o
(P t) _:-o _'-o _o m_"oOxygen ercen ,-_ ,_ ,_ ,-
Table 4-1. Variation of Oxygen Concentrat,ton Tests
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o !o ,o o _ ,o io = o o o o
C' 'd Wall Heat Blockage ,_ 'oi Io o c', i _ ,o o __ _ ._ c_O_,. , tD t---
<B,U/LB) { ...........
, i I
' 4ot Wall Heat Flux _._ ,n _ ,., • I o • •
_BT_/ FT2-S EC) : i r '
(BTU/LB) : ...... ,
I
I





_ _ _ _.._,_- i_ _ _ _, _ _-Debris Thickness (IN.) o ,¢_ -,_• ° • • • i • , ° • • • •
]
RecessiontoDebris ¢,, _ o _ ,--, _ o o
Layer (IN.) I I
_-- u_ I_0 I
Model S_RgnationPressure o _) oa ' 0 0 1 0 0,_ _ ¢_0 0 0 I0 0 -- 0
IATM} ........ i'-i '
I_agnatlon C01d Wall Heat Flux = _ ! _O U'_o I01b _ t" 00_ '_0! " >"
¢q ¢o 1 ; ; I
TU/FT2-$EC) i , : [ , ,
b,
est Poirt No. _ _ ¢_''
I ,
StagnationF,nthaloy co ,._ i _r_ ,._ I 0 I O _I'_ _:
0 I/ 0 0 0 0 _ 0 I 0 _ 0 0 0 0
R.n Duration(SEC) .... o _ i_ "_ "_
Nose 9adius (IN.) ._" I
, , ,:, .'.
M(,delNo. o OlOlo "II 0 0 I 0 0 : 0




i, _nmmmmi_lm_mmmml._ _l-v_ I m
TempershLre LOgl0 Kp, CO Logl0 Kp, CO,
(OF)
1800 _ 8._ 7.5250O 7.5 5 0
400O i 6.3 2.5
5500 5.6 1.2





Model StRgnation Partial !t b'ur(ace Recession Rate Order
No. EnthRl.py Oxygen [Temperature Rate Constant ofReaction
(BTU/LB) Pressure i (°F) (IN./SSC) (R) (n)(ATM) [(IN./SEC-
I ATM. 25)
.i i i J ] t • ' tm
0-1 10,000 .00435 3, 9] 2 2.5 :r..lO-'J 100 .25
t i, J i
10,000 ,00203 3,912 2 x 10-3 9"/ .25
, L tt t L
[ {.1 10,000 _004_'_ 3, "/32 i. 6 x 10-3 101 ,25
L-- . ! , ,, ,
v
0-2 10,000 .00205 3,732 I.2 x 10-3 97 .25
i i _mEm. ,,_= _ . i
0-I i0,000 o00435 3,552 I.0 x 10-3 102 .25
Jl i . i i | i I|
0-2 I0,000 .00203 3,552 .8 x 10-3 103 .25
0-1 10,000 .00435 3, 192 .28 x 10-$ 94 .25
" 920-2 I0,000 .00203 3,1 .2,_'x I0-3 93 .25
•. i i • ii • r
0--6 15,000 .00029 $_'732 .q4 x 10" 3 10'7 .25
t " _ - - . r
0-'7 15,000 .00018 3,'732 .'71 x 10-3 98 .25
ii i i i = _ _, -
0-6 15,000 .00039 3, 552 .501 x 10-3 9_, .25
0-'7 15, 000 .00018 3,552 .4e, x 10-3 102 .25
ii i I 1. • | r i i --J--
0-6 15, 000 .00039 3, 462 .43 x 10-3 103 .25
I '0'7 15, 000 ,,00018 3, 4_)2 .33 x 10-3 100 .25
z li t t i i ,_L
0-9 5,000 .0039 - 3, 3'72 .61 x 10-;; 100 .25
0-il ' 5,000 .0018 3,232 . _:,5x 10-3 98 .25




RADIATION AND ABLATION TESTS.
To simulate the ._blative perform_zice of "T_ERMO-LAG" T-500 under purely radiative
heat loads, a series of tests were proposed. The text matrix is given in Table 4-5. The
first series of these tests designed to complement the plasma-arc test series at heat
fluxes of 7.4 arid 9 BTU/FT2,SEC were performed. These radiant heat fluxes are within
the scc@e of the P,ft body sidewall heat fluxes of a _Jpercrbital mamJed spacecraft. The
results of the tests are recorded in Figures 4-4 and 4-5.
The tests to simulate the radiative mc_e of the performance of "T'aERMO-LAG" T-500
eliminates its transpirai2on cooling phenomenon. The heat blockage is a f,,.m_f;_o_-of re-
radiation, sensible heating of gases in _e debris 1,_',er, chemical reactions in the debris
layer, and latent heat of _ublima, ion of th co_pc___ .r_l_.









3 O. 31 10
3 O. 51 15




3 O. '/_ 40
3 O.'76 {5
3 O.?6 50
Table 4-5, Test Matrix - Ablation Radiation
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AIR-ARC FLIGHT S.'MULATION TESTS.
light sim-.lation tvs_s were conducted for selected portions of Apollo type re-entry
trajectories. The te_t F_.,i_ts ace illustrated in Figure 4-6 The test matrix containing
conditions, dt, ra,Jens of tes_ runs, _d model geometry are recorded in Tables 4-6
through 4-8.
Figures 4-7 through 4-15 -:11ustrate some results of reduced data of these tests. The
',helmal pgrformance oi "THEI_MO-LAG" T-500 at the stagr.ation region under transient
cundltmns is presented in Figures 4-7 through 4-12 for a representative number of models
tested. The sidewall tra_-_=ient bhstories _or some "THEP_M_O-LAG" models are presented
in Figure 4-13.
Heat blockage, based upon me,el hot wall heat flux, ;.s presented in Figure 4-14 for a rep-
resencative number of raodels tested. The results present_l in the figure are indicative
of material performance under steady-state ablation. Test results indicated by triangles
are the results of about ten models tested at _e s_me conditions, while results indicated
by circles represent a single model tested. Figure 4-14 _as used to evaluate the trans-
piration cooling factor, (_ = 0.6, for "THERMO--LAG" T-500.
Figure 4-15 indicates the reduction in stagnation point heat transfer coefficient due to
mass injection that was de_ermined from the tests. Since the resu:':s were evaluated from
stagnation point data, they are taken to be applicable to laminar flow only. The theoretical
relationship for lamAnar-turL-_lent transpiration cooling factor v:as ',sed for the curve
representing the heat transfer coefficient reduction for a tu,_,alentboundary layer.
A summarization of _ll performed air-arc flight simulation tests of "THERMO-LAG"
T-500 models is recorded in T_ole 4-9 and is .illustrated in Figuz e 4-16 through 4-92.
These figures present the non-reduced _2r-arc plasmajet substrate temperature-time
history data for the model sidewalls. The sta_,-na_ion tamperature of the model for the
test duration is plotted in the upper right-hand corner of some figurez. Recorded in Table
4-9 is the conducted test matrix c_. taining test conditions, model geometcy, darations of
test runs, measured material recession, cold and hot wall heat olockage, and sidewall
material history. The test matrices can be identified by the prefix number of the models
tested. The M series are the low pressure tests. The O -_eries are the oxygen concentra-
tion tests. The D, E, GG and HH series _re the material investigation series. The N
series, constituting the bulk of the performed tests, fulfill the required low pressure,
oxidation, transient, and pressure effect test matrices.
4-12
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Figure 4-13, Sidewall Transient I-/Jstory
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Model Type Stagnation Stagnation Desired Stagnation
and Series Pressure Heat Flux Sidew_l Entha!py
(ATM) (BTU/FT2- Heat Flux (BTU/LB)
SEC) (BTU/FT2 -
SEC)
I I I II i i i i i ii I " I _--
-144 IN. hc (N) .024 300 25 - 36 12,009
_-_/_ L'A hc .006 165 13.6 - 20 12, 000
1-i/4 IN. hc .024 165 13.6 - 20 12, 000
2 iN. hc .005 170 13.6 - 20 17,500
2 IN. ff .020 170 13.6 - 20 17,500
2 _. hc .020 3!0 25 - 37 17_ 500
2 .TN. hc .009 305 25 - 37 25, 0OO
2 fl_. ff .030 305 25 - 37 25,000
2 IN. hc .030 550 44 - 66 25, P00
. __ r i u i ,_t_iiiii, aiai.i-- _ i i I
Table 4-6. Test -Mah'lx - Evatuation of Pressure Effect on _lon Po[-.t
Ab]zLtionKinetics
, _ I Illl
Model Ty[w; Stagnation Stagnation Desired Stagnation
and Series Pressure ' Heat Flux Sidewall Enth_py
(ATM) (BTU/FT2- SEC) " (BTU/FT2 - (BTU/LB)
SEC)
I J i i Hi i ; i i II
2 .IN. hc .03 5') 4-6 2, 500
2 IN. hc .015 50 4-6 3, 500
2 IN. he .007 50 4-6 5,000
2 IN. hc .03 110 8.8-12.8 5,000
2 IN. hc .007 ] '_3 8. 8-12. 8 16, 0OO
2 T.N. hc .003 110 3. 8-12. 8 15,000
2 IN. hc .06 170 13.6-19. 2 5, 000
2 IN, hc .016 170 13, 6-19. 2 10, 000
2 IN. hc .005 170 13.6-19. 2 17,500
1-1/.4 IN. hc .03 300. _-4-36 10,000
I-I/,4 IN. hc .024 :_00 24-36 12,000
1-I/4 IN. hc .01 300 24-36 17,500
II III II ?




Model Type _agnation atio Sidewall _agnatlon Duration
and Series Pressure Heat Flux Heat Flluc Enthaply (SEC)
(ATM) (BTU/FT 2 - BTU/ (BTU/LB)
SEC) FT 2 - SEC
2 IN. hc (N) .015 35 C 3,500 750
2 IN. hc .015 35 6. 5 3,500 1,020
2 IN. hc .015 35 6.5 3,500 I,800
2 IN. bc .015 35 6.5 3,500 3,600
2 IN. hc .0076 48 8.6 5,000 30
2 IN. hc .0{)76 48 8. 6 5,000 90
2 IN. hc .0076 48 8. 6 5,000 420
2 IN. hc (C-G) ,007 i10 17.6 10,000 75
2 IN. hc .007 110 17.6 10,500 45
2 IN. hc .007 110 17.6 10, 500 90
2 IN. hc .007 110 17.6 10, 500 250
2 IN. hc .016 170 23. 8 10, 500 170
2 IN. hc .016 170 23.8 10, 500 300
2 IN. hc .016 170 23.8 10, 500 420
1- 1,"4 IN. hc .0.t 300 30 17,500 15
%1 IN. hc .01 300 30 17, 500 45
1-1/4 IN. hc .01 300 30 17, 500 | 90
1-1/4 IN. hc .01 300 30 17,500 ] 250
r. IN. hc {N) .027 456 36. 3 _3,000 _ 15
2 IN. hc .027 456 36. 3 23,000 [ 30
2 IN. hc .027 456 36. 3 23,000 [ 422 IN. hc .027 45,'3. 36. 3 23,000 90
2 IN. hc .0_,7 456 36. 3 23,000 | 150
2 IN. hc .027 456 36. 3 23,000 1 270i i ||l _ b_ i i I
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Figure 4-16. Tem_ai'ure-Time Kistory of Model M-6
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Figure 4-22. Temperature-Time History of Model M-21
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Figure 4-28° Temperature-Time History cf Model 0-6
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Figure 4-29. Temperature-Time History of Model 0-7
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Fig_tre 4-35. Temperature-Time History of Model O-15
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Figure 4-43. Temperature-Time History of Model Hit-1
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Figure 4-48. Temperature-Time History of Model D-10
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Figure 4-67. Temperature-Time History of Model N-9
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Figure 4-72. Temperature-Time History of Model N-26
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Figure 4-76. Temperature-Time History of Model N-36
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Figure4-86. Temperature-Time Historyo_Model N-82
4-93
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Model Nose Plasmadyne Percent Run Stagnation
No. Geometry Test Point Oxygen Duration Enthalp,y
(IN.) (SEC) (BT U/LB)
M-6 I cone 20 21 30 1.._8q0
M-9 1 cone 12 21 150 9865
M-10 1 cone 12 21 300 9900
M-18 5/8 cone 13 21 420 10100
M-16 1 cone 24 21 420 17576 '-
M-19 5/8 cone 18 21 300 11980
M-21 5/8 cone 28 21 45 17658
M-22 5/8 cone 28 21 90 17680
M-23 5/8 cone 28 21 150 17500 :
O-I 5/8 hc 15 15 150 9897
O- 2 5/8 hc 16 7 150 10055
0-3 5//8hc 17 0 150 1£165
0-6 1 hc 21 15 300 14988
0-7 1 hc 22 7 300 15185 "_
0-8 1 he 23 0 300 15052
O-9 I hc 8 15 300 4965 -
O- 11 i hc 9 7 300 5000
O-13 1 hc 10 0 300 5110
O-14 1 hc 3 ].5 420 2488
O-15 1 hc 4 7 420 2510 |
O-16 1 hc 5 0 420 2505
D-I-2 1 hc 13 21 300 9526
D-2-2 I hc 13 21 420 9810
E-1-2 1 hc 13 21 420 10433
E-2-2 I hc 13 21 300 9870
GG-I I hc 13 21 165 9486
GG-3 I hc 13 21 420 9489
HH-I I hc 13 21 420 9899 -
HH-2 1 hc 13 21 175 9211 :
*:'D-I 1 hc 12 21 75 9855
D-2 1 hc 12 21 80 9826
D-9 1 hc 12 21 320 9926 ,
D-10 1 hc 12 21 385 9871
D-11 1 hc 12 21 855 10109
D-12 1 hc 12 21 300 9875 •
E-15 1 hc 12 21 75 9301
E-16 1 hc 12 21 '}5 10024
E-17 1 hc 12 21 50 10125
E-18 I hc 12 21 50 10035
GG-IA I hc 12 21 140 10001
GG-2 1 hc 12 21 75 10179
GG-4 1 hc 12 21 150 10101




:ir---_agnatio. Stagnation Average Surface Enthalpy
Cold WaU n Pressure Temperature Difference
Heat FLux _c (ATM) (°F)(_=.9) (BTU/LB)
BTU/FT2-SEc) PT _w _t_
,I Ii0 .00267 3660 13840
] llO .0064 3840 8705110 .0064 3840 8740
215 .016 4290 8750
170 .005 3970 16365
300 .023 4480 10530
300 .01 4160 15358
300 .01 4290 16330
300 .01 4230 16150
297 .029_ 3970 8737
295 .0289 3760 9005
301 .0291 2640 9415
103 .00267 3640 13968
105 ._3265 3570 14185
107 .00266 _510 14087
109 .026 3370 4055
107 .0258 3240 4130
109 .026 3080 4285
4P _ .0255 2470 1855 _'
4 .0258 2380 1780
47.9 .0256 Z240 1935
168 .016 3770 8461
168 .016 3730 8770
168 .016 3_30 9393
168 .016 3730 8830
168 .016 3700 8451
168 .016 3750 8439
i68 .016 3_70 8834
168 .016 3750 8161
109 .0064 3930 8335
109 .0064 3890 8811
109.6 .0064 3930 8906
i09 .0064 3930 8851
110 .0064 3930 9089
109 .0064 3960 3853
109 .0064 3930 8781
109.6 .0064 3910 9006
110 .0064 3910 9107
109.6 .0064 3960 9013
109.6 .0064 4000 897_
109.6 .0064 3960 915_
109.6 .0064 3960 9079
1966001423-175
Stagnation Recession Debris Layer Total Cold W:ll
Hot Wall O _ to Surmce Thickne_ss Reces3ion Gross Heat
Heat Fi_x b ¢ ",:N. ) (LN.) (IN.) Blockage H a f
BTU/FTZ-SEC ) (BTU/LB)
103.2 .039 .047 .086 5750
93.5 .141 .II0 .251 9860
97.5 .346 ,125 .471 I0480
189 1.112 .094 1.206 11220
159.5 .461 .149 .610 17580
267 .902 .q94 .996 13560
280 .078 .070 .148 13680
279.5 .169 .102 .271 14920
279 .259 ,110 .?_9 18280
268 .280 .080 .3£3 18525
267.8 .117 .17C .28] 23100
282 .022 .200 .222 30500
102.25 268 .170 .438 11090
98.8 .156 .250 .406 11610
131 5 .063 .270 .333 14475
91,6 .068 .300 .368 13310 ;
90.8 .042 .300 .342 14080 '
93.8 .026 .310 .336 14590
38°5 •035 •190 °225 13620
35.15 .023 .190 .215 15690
39.15 .009 •170 .179 16805
151.8 °370 .118 .488 15490
152.25 .499 .118 .608 17390
153.5 .458 .138 °596 17725
152.5 .433 .I16 .549 13780
152 .211 .083 .294 6890
151.75 .511 .112 .623 16990
152 .527 .1_2 .669 15800
151.2 186 135 321 13720
99 ,113 .063 .176 6960 '
99.4 .124 .068 .192 6805
99.9 .436 .142 .578 9100 ]
99.2 .531 .118 .649 8790
99.45 1.331 h
99.25 .505 .091 .596 8210
98.95 .128 .077 .205 5975 t101.7 .128 .079 0207 5950
100.3 .061 .073 0134 6150
99.8 .116 .078 .194 4235
99.6 .206 •093 .299 7690
= 99,85 .095 .079 .174 7975
99 .238 .087 ,325 7580
?
1966001423-176
Hot Wall Sidewall Sid_,v all Average [ Time for Sidewall
: Gross Heat Cold Wall_ _ Thickness i Substrate To ReachBlockage _4,_:. L 'at Flux _ (IN.) 500°F (SEC)
"_fc (BTU/LB) _ (_l U 'FT2-SEC) [
5395 _7.31 .036 & .I00 25.20
8840 7.31 ,,0325 & .0975 35.85 & 106.5
9295 '7.31 .035 & .096 28.5 & 79.95
9870 ,.38 .050 & .0995 60_0 & 96.0
16480 ,08 .0415& .100 48 & 53.8
12050 :' .:i .0505 _ .1005 49.2 & 78
12767 2 71 .051 & .C945 36.6(
13900 2(,71 .052 & .100 58.8 & 97.5





















6325 Note: _, = Hemispherical cylinder nose body







3855 17.25 .10167 96.0
6955 17.25 .029 19.398
6445 17.25 .1056'i 94.2
6850 17.32 .0320 21.0 ,
i




Model- Nose Plasmadyae Percent --No. Geometry Test Point Oxygen ]:
(IN.)
GG-5 1_'_c i_ 21 --
GG-7 1 hc 12 21
GG-8 1 hc 12 21
GG-9 1 hc 12 21
GG-11 1 hc 12 21
D-2-4 1 hc 12 21
D-2-5 1 hc 12 21
N-2 1 hc 27 21
N-6 1 hc 27 21
N-9 1 hc 7 21
N-11 1 hc 27 21
N-15 1 hc 1 21
N-21 1 hc 20 21
N-22 ! hc 27 21
N-26 ] 1 hc 27 21
N-29 [ 1 hc 25 21
N-30 1 hc 11 21
N-35 1 he 6 21 _-
N-36 1 hc 6 21
N-46 1 hc 13 21
N-48 1 hc 13 21
N-53 1 hc 6 21
N-54 1 hc 7 21 "
N-64 1 hc 2 21 _
N-65 1 hc 27 21
N-71 ; Flat 25 21
N-73 1 Flat 2"/ 21
N-75 ! hc 26 21 !
N-82 1 hc 6 21 I
N-92 5/8 hc 14 21 i
N-94 5/8h,; _9 21 t"
N-lOS 5/8 hc 14 21 ,
N- 106 5/8 he 18 21
N-II0 5/8 hc 28 21 i"





_ur, _tgnation Stagnation Stagnation Average Surface Enthalpy
•atton _thalpy Cold WaU Q_ Pressure Temperature Difference
3EC) (3TU/LB) _eat Flux u (AIM) (*F) ( _=. 9) (BTU,,/LB) _
bx (BTU/FT2-SEC) _ -l-w A
90 9872 109 .0064 3960 8850
780 9865 109 .0064 3960 8843
35 9987 109 .0064 3960 8965
40 9900 109 .0064 3930 8880
390 10291 109.6 .0064 3930 9271
345 10334 109.6 ,0064 3980 9310.5
420 10230 109.6 .0064 3940 9209
90 23100 456 .0270 4720 21520
30 22900 457 .0270 4640 21380
280 4950 104 .0260 3120 4105
45 23250 457 .0270 4590 21780
420 3560 48.5 .0150 3039 2750
300 15150 105 .0027 3700 14080
15 23500 455 .0270 4090 2Z320
50 23330 453 .0270 4690 21780
150 17650 317 .0200 4770 16030
265 5050 163 .0590 3570 4080
90 4950 48.5 .00"/6 3030 4140
420 5125 48 .0_76 3170 4265
4o5 9850 163 .0160 4090 8650
45 10120 162 .0160 4090 8920
30 5065 4_ .0076 2960 4275
300 5100 105 .0260 3060 4280
420 2550 47.4 .0210 2900 1785
270 23000 457 .0270 4660 21460
300 17480 174 .0200 4490 16070
00 23050 251 .0270 4330 21730
50 22950 253 .0088 4540 21290
00 4890 48 .0076 3230 4020
210 9950 280 .0290 4330 8630
300 11785 154 ,0058 3960 10595
50 10085 279 .0290 4440 8725
50 11850 280 .023 4420 10470
300 17480 280 .016 4180 16240
;00 12120 154 .023 4310 10790
w
Table 4-9. Summarized Data of Conducted FUght Simulation Tests (Contiu
4-102
1966001423-179
Stagnation Recession Debris Layer Total Cold Walk :
Hot Wali _, to Surface Thickness Recession Gross Heat
Heat Flux _ _l't,_.) (IN.) (IN.) Blockage _aez
BTU/FT2-SEC) (BTU/LB)
,,,m
99.2 123 °083 .206 7130
99.1 _o2_ a
99_4 °048 .049 °n97 5895
99¢05 .048 ,049 °097 6745
100o05 ¢582 .096 .678 9450
100.1 .540 .108 °648 8745
100o05 ,676
428 .2]0 .061 °271 21950
430 .063 .055 o118 17410
88.5 .383 °553 .936 37950
431 .096 .067 .163 18920
39 ,055 .289 .344 8875
98°4 .289 °164 .453 10420
435 oal9 .049 .068 14000
425 .435 0061 .496 20500
290°25 .514 .068 .582 12250
134.75 .478 .100 .578 11200
41o65 o013 .093 .106 5175
41ol .139 .205 .344 8945
145.1 1o173 .144 1.317 8620
144o9 .097 .048 .145 7540
41.6 o001 °052 .053 4075 "
90.45 .047 .238 .285 165_0
35.1 _042 .244 .286 10420
429.5 .785 .090 .875 21100
161 .675 .094 .769 10290
238 .055 .1!5 .170 22100
237.25 .342 .092 .434 1310C
40.6 .326 .353 .679 9545
246.25 .733 ,058 .791 11125
140 .430 .153 _583 11890
244°5 .584 .062 .646 9705
250 .514 .072 .586 10720
262.25 °587 .095 .682 i8450
138o8 .755 .074 829 8375
r
1966001423-180
Hot Wall Sidewall Sidewall Average Time for Sidewall
Gross Heat Cold Wall Q sw Thickness Substrate To Reach
Blockage U _ Heat Flux V (IN.) 500°F (SEC)
" (BTU/LB) 'fie . (BTU/FT 2-SEC)
:_ 6_95 17o 32 _10333 102o 0
17.32 °029 22°4
5370 ]7.32 .03333 24.0
_ 6125 17 32 1025 103o5
; 8640
: 7995
_, 20575 25.42 oi01 78.0
1_390 25.41 .10!67
: 32350 16.61 .10433 429
17880 25.41 .10133
7140 8097 o102 366
9760 16o71 .10267 118.5
13390 25.48 ,10067
19225 25.481 .101 87.0
i 11205 27.66 o10367 98,6
9260 22051 .103 112o5
5305 8.97 .10533
7525 8°90 .10467 367.5




7720 9.03 .i0167 420
19850 25._I .I0133 82.4
7625 23,34 ,10367 243
20975 27.11 .10533 100.2
:! 12280 27.2 .I0267 85.8
8085 8.9 .10233 307.5
9800 27,58 .I0167 93.3
10795 21o79 .09467 93.0
[ 8540 27°6 ,10I 106.5
9590 27.58 .100 96
i 17290 27.58 .I01 76.5
_540 21.79 .100 79.8
i llr i H ,, , -






Species selection studies were performed to determine the bonding teclmique most suitable
for primary and secondary bonding over the 0°F to 300°F tem_erature range. For primary
bonding, 13 general categories of surface treatments for _nnealed PH 15-7 molytJenum
steel were studied. This steel was used _s it is one of the hi_,;i,er strength space age steels.
The treatments w_:thpreliminary results are given in Table 5-1.
From the screening study, five techniques warranted further investigation and are recorded
in Table 5-2. Of the categories, three were mineral acids, reverse etch treated. Although
a previous test using a nitric or sulpburic concentrate gave better adhesion, such treatment
involved the risk of excessive hydrogen and_he embrittlement of the steel. The treatments
were tested at temperatures of 77°F, 150°F, and 300°F. The results of bond shear strength
tests for the five treatments are recorded in Table 5-3 and are illustrated in Figure 5-1.
Results of bond shear and tensile tests performed on sprayed 'q'HERMO-LAG" T-500, using
the mineral acid reverse etch, sant_lar_t, and clean treatment techaiques are presented in
Figures 5-2 through 5-6 for this reporting period.
SECONDARY BONDING.
Studies to determine the adhesive most _uitable to meet the conditions imposed by the
temperature environment from -150T to 300°F were conducted on five general categories
of adhesives. The entities test_.d were flex_bie materials of _t rubber nature such as
polysulfides and siliconr_s, semfflexible materials such as urethenes, and rigid almost
glassy materials such as epoxies and phenol_cs.
These materials wer_ _dbjected to preliminary screening tests using aluminum "T"'s
scratched on 1-7/8 "__.,_L_hs_r_ace specimens. The adhesives were then plentifully applied
to both faces of the '_I'" b:/bz_sh. The initial c_,re was at 300°F for on_J-haif hour. Some
specimens required highe_- _uzing temperatures, as recorded. Preliminary screening test
data are recorded in Tables 5-4 _rough 5-6.
The selection procerJs eliminated Epoxylite 810, requirin_ the choice of another rubber
adhesive. During tb_s process three phenolics, one silicone-phenolic, oae epoxy-phenolic,
two epoxies, and c,ne polysulflde were checked. The epoxies appear to be of questionable
value at temperatures below O°F.
5-1
1966001423-183
Screening efforts will continue during the next reporting period on the cementing of
molybdenum steel, PH-15-7, to the aluminum "T"'s and also on the cementing of the
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Figure 5-,a. Bon_ ?_e_" and Tensile Strength for Chemically Cleaned Tr( ttment No. 12
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i _ i _1 • i ,i
T_eatment Solution Results
Number Composition
i i i _ i i _ i ii i . i ...... _am, mmwwMm,_li
1 40% Phosphoric + Little or no observable results
40% Acetic + cold, nor when heated to 180°F
20% Nitric
2 15% Phosphoric Acid Some slight gassing aria slight
in Water lightening of the matte mill scale
3 !0ccIronNitrate No results,bJtor ,:old
4 Epcostrip No results
5 Oxalic Acid No appreciable results
6 CS 105 De_cale Overnight, green scum, etched
surface and some cleaning
7 Sulfuric Acid conc. Removal of mill scale and some
cleaning
8 75% Sulfuric acid reverse Definite cleaning and etch to
eLch s_rface. Looks good
9 volts
150-180_F 1-2 MIN
9 63_o Phosphoric acid Definite cleaning and polishing of




I0 CR 110 Definite cleaning and etching of
Chromic acid 53% the surface similar to that
Sulfuric acid. 53% obtained with reverse etch using
Reverse etch sulfuric acid
9 volts
180°F 1-2 MIN
11 Degrease only Off and grease removed to some
extent, ttirt remains and a
streaked appearance results /
.I
Table 5-I. Surface Treatments for Annealed PH 15-7 Mo Steel
5-8
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Treatment Solution Results "_
Number Composition
m m_-- u












13 Chemically clean Defiuite cleaning. Porous sur:ace
(Treatment 12)
Sandblast
Chemically clean I(Treatment 12)
IL
Table 5-1. &'urface Treatments for Annealed PE 15-7 M_ Steel (Continued)
6-9
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i i | i ii II • .....
Treatment No. 8
Sulfuric _cid reverse etch: 50-75% in tap water
Voltage: 9 Volts
Time of Etch: 1-2 MIN
Temperature: 150-180°F
Treatment No. 9
Sulfuric ac,'d (15%), phosphoric acid (63%) reverse etch
Voltage: 9 Volts
Time of etch: 1-2 MIN
Temperature: 80-180 °F
Treatment No. 10
CRI10 (Unichrome Inc. ) (33 LB), CrO3 (0.33 LB), H2SO4 reverse etch
Voltage: 9 Volts




Anod!c alkaline clean, cold water rinse (twice)

















Shear % A. F. * Shear % A. F. * Shear % A. F. *
Strength Strength Strength
psi psi psi
10-1 510 50 451 50 409 60
10-2 ,i71 30 535 40
10-3 530 50 388 40 448 50
Avg. 504 456 428
8-1 548 30 425 75 463 50
8-2 530 90 430 332 75
8-3 449 25 439 75 520 25
Avg. 526 431 436
9-1 580 75 480 10 305 10
9-2 612 75 513 25 315 25
9-3 510 25
Avg. 567 497 310
13-1 688 80 388 10
12-2 577 50 479 50 349 10
13-3 637 60 444 70 349 10
Avg. 634 462 362
12-1 493 45 509 50 354 60
12-2 573 75 350 50 295 40
12-3 590 85 383 20 498 20
Avg. 552 414 382
• u I R_Jm nil. ....
• % A.F. - Percent Adhesive Failure
-- | _mmma_




Category Materials Manufacturer Bond Tensile (PSI) Bond _hear (PSI)
300°F -250°F 300°F -250°F
m
Silicones 1t. T.V. 30 General Electric 230 1000+ 20 1000+
I1. T.V. 60 General Electric 480 1000+ 20 1000+
R. T.V. 325 Dow Corning Corp., 1000+ 492
$ilastic 140 Dow Corning Corp.
Sylgard 182 Dow Corning Corp. 610 1000+ 96 1000+
Plyophen 23-973 Reichold Chemical 1190
Co.
Phenolics R-84029 Raybestos Manhattan 145 1275 120 583
SC 1013 Monsanto Chemical 372 786 574 5641000+Co.
1000+
HT 424 Brunswick Corp. 1000+ 786 844 1000+
605-4 B.F. Go, drich 442 755 95 740
Urethancs 1538 Product Research ... 763 ... 492
Adiprene L DuPe ,_
Daycollan 80 Dayton Rubber
Genthane S General ._._re and
Rubber
Poly-Therm 408A American Poly-
Therm Co.
Polysulfldes 727 Coast Pro Seal Mfg.
Epoxies Epoxylite 810 Epoxylite Corp.
Plyophen 23-983 Reichold Chemical 110 95n
Co.
Epon 828 Shell Chemical Co.
Epoxylite 5403 _xyllte Corp,
Table 5-4. Categories of Adhesive Materials Investigated
5-12
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IClowned Only Chromic Acid Reverse Etch
Temperature _F) .......
Bond T£nsfle Bond Shear Bond Tensile Bond Shear
i i
300 26 13 23
31 28 23
40 25 29
150 69 25 51
104 76 26 52
112 77 37 72
77 194 229
390 200 200 220
400 245 267 252
0 497 520
2035 590 490 559





120 433 119 492
466 465
" Sulfuric Acid Reverse _ch ....Clea_ed-3andbla_t-Cleaned
I I
Temlc_rature CF) Bond Tensile Bond Shear Bond Tensile Bond Shear







I In im |
Tabl,._ 5-5. Plastiloc 605-4 Adhesive Bond Shear arid Tensile Str_ngth
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Su_urlc Acid Reverse Etch Cleaned-Sandblast-Cleaned
Temperature _F)
Bond Tensile Bond Shear Bond Tensile Bond Shear












Table 5.-5. Plastil_c 605-4 Adhesive Bond Shear and Tensile Strength (Continued)
.... =
Cleaned Caly Chromic Acid Reverse Etch
Temperature CF) .....
Bond Tensile Bond Shear Bond Tensile Bcnd Shear










Table 5-6. HT 424 Phenolic Adhesive Bonfl Shear and Tensile Strength
5-14
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ITk_ ' 0 .... " _ r' ' " "_ '
Cleaned Only I Chromic Acid _(everse Etch
emperature (°F) ............
Bond Tensile Bond Shear Bond Tensile Bond Shear
1525
405 448 1810 271
440 544 2250 248
-150 419 !335
25 444 1445 3_1
36 481 1715 295
- in i|l i i =
i i i ii i _m
Sulfuric Acid P_everse Etch Cleaned-Sandblast-Cleaned
Temperature ,(OF) ...........
Bond Tensile Bond Shear Bond Tensile Bond Shear





















_EVELOPMENT OF '_THERMO-LAG" T-500 PUTTY FOR JOINT, GAP, AND Er_GE
FILLERS.
Development of techniques for the utilization of "THERMO-LAG" T-500 in the roles of :
joi_t, gap, and edge fillers were investigated to determine the optimum conditions _or
artificial curing. Successful application of "THEP_,_.O-LAG '' for these purposes would
qualify it for use in sealing gaps around the windows, hatches, and other orifices of a
super-orbital vehicle. Techniques considered were those !l_:¢ing utility under fi,.ld
conditions.
The T-500 used for the tests was compolmded in the normal manner, and reduced to a
doughlike or putty consistency by the ade:_ion of m_yl ethy! ketone solvent. The test
specimens were cylindrical patties, hand-shaped to a diameter of approximately two inch_s,
and 5/a-inch thick.
Attainment of the desired degree of cure v_as determined by _tracting unpoly" aerized _'_lids
from a vertical cross-section of the cured specimen _trough a predetermined procedure
u_=tng methyl ethyl ketone. Evaporation of the solvent from the test spe_mlen, induced by
a therr.:',onic heating device, left a residue of soluble soF.ds. The perce_-_.age of solubtes
was calculated by determining differences in weight and the weight of the unextraoted
:3an,ple. The measured value was used as an index In determining ti_.9degree of cure
attained by the "THERMO-LAC;' Y-500 putty. .An inverse relationship e_sted between
the percentage of solub'_es pre_ent and the degree of polymerization of the organic bon.-li_g
agent_ caused by the artificial cure technique.
The techniques which ha_e undergone experimentation as sources of art/ficlal cure ior the
T-506 putty include electrical infrared! _d conductive heat, and chemical acceleration.
INFRARED _URING TECHNIQUE° This tec_.ique uti,_Jzed a bank of four 3?5-watt, 115/
125.-volt Westinghouse infrared heat lamps. The uncured patties were e'_,posed to these
lamps for varying periods of up to eight hours. The specimens were placed in a horizontal
position directly beneath the face of the lamLps, thus assuring uniform exp( euce.
After exposure the degree of cure was del:ermmed by C_e method of extraction. The data
is recorded in Table 6-I and illustrated in Fi_ure 6-1. The presented data indio.ates that
a more rapid cure was ob_-_ined at a @-inch exposure distance. However two disadvantages
occurred at this exposure level, in that salt sublimation was obser-ed, and some blistering
occurred on the top surface of afe_, of the patties. At a 12-inch exposure distance, heifer
1966001423-199
uf thc}s_ two phenomena were observed. The exposuce clist3_nce, as a criteria, will be in-
vesL;.gated if the iufrared technique w;.rrants cont:,:ued sfudy.
Patties cured for periods exceedlh'g thret hours displayed a small zmou;,t of salt in tha
evaporate. The formation caused aL inurease ;n the above c_lculatec, percentage vaIues.
For the 12..Luch exlmsure distance, the tabulated data indicates a four hour period as
adequate to cure "bh_.T-500 putty patties.
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.1Dq_osure T:,ue [! Percent Solubles at Percent Solublesat 1
(HR) 1 6-Inch Exposure Distance 12-Irch Exposure Distance
' 0 24.9 24.9






7 4.4 : -
8 5.9 9.1
Table 6-1. Degree_ of Artificially Induced Cure by Infrared Source
ELECTRICAL HEAT INDUCED CURING. A resistance heating method to cure T-500
putty patties was investigated in the screening process. The conductive element was a
graphite string obtained from a carbon fabric, 24 groans per squ_re foot, manufactured by
National Carbon Company, Unign Carbide Corporation. The T-500 putty patty x_a_ sliced
in half in a plane parallel to the t_,o inch diameter dimension. The graphite ,<tring was
sandwiched in between the puny slices in an "S" shape to allow for a large heating area.
The putty sandwich was kneaded together to form the original patty _,,ize. The graphite
string was equidistant from both surfaces of the patty avd in a plane parallel to the two
inch diameter dimension. The ends of the "S" shaped graphite string were connected to
a variable AC trznsformer with smz,l battery clips. A given current was appItod over a
one hour period. Both current aPJ :',itage readings were recorded. The clegree of cure
was deternained by the previou_ty described extraction method. The data is presented
in Table 6-2.
The above percentage solubles values indicate that little curing occurred. Application of
current in excess of:0.5 amperes caused the graphite string to burn through. An examina-
tion of the interior of vach patty indicated the presence of voids adjacent to the position
occupied by the graphite string. White salt accumulated on the surface of the voids at a
heating current of 0.5 amperes. Some _alt sublimation was observed at the point of entrance
! of the graphite string into the patty during the course of the experiments. The above




An attempt to minimize the above disa6vantages was made by-embedding two graphite
strings _n a T-50q putty paCt:¢. For the t_-_: the patty was cut into thirds. Each graphite
stling w_s sandwiched between freshly cut surfaces in th¢ shape of an "S". Yhe "S" shapes
were arranged so that one laid cross-ways on top of tim oth2r with a one-[hird section of
putt _, in between. The ends of the graphite strings _,ere connected together to form an
"S _' shaped parallel circuit. Current was applied in the sam_ ma_;ner as described above.
Voltage and current readings were taken and tim degree of cu_ e determinec_ by tt:e selected
method. The data is presented in Table 6-3.
The tz_a!ated solubility values indicate that little curin_ too]_ place, In general, the same
observations were noted as described for the single graphite string system. However, the
size of the voids was observed to hr.:a decreased and no s_It accumulation was visible.
The couductive element technique does not warrant continu,._d s'u:ly as a method tc cure
T-500 putty.
• ii
Exposure Time Amperes Voltage Percent
(HR) (AC) (AC) Solubles
I iii i
0 0.0 0.0 24.9
1 0.3 2_. 6 21.3
1 0.5 32.6 16.2
,o- i iili .....
Table _-2. Degree of Electrical Heat Induce_i Cure (Single Graphite String)
Exposure Time Amperes Voltage Percent
(HR) (AC) (AC) Solubles
l i i ill m ill,. i i
0 0.0 0.0 24.9
4 0.3 12.0 19.8
4 0.4 17.0 17.7
i , i
Table 6-3. Degree of Etectrical Heat Induced Cure (Double Graphite String)
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CHEMICALLY ACCELERATED CURING. the choice ol a chemical accelerator was m--
vestigated as a method of curing T-500 putty. The techmque involves the addition of
chemical ac_eleratgrs to the uncured T-500putty. The accelerator catalyzes and/or reacts
with the organi, _ bonding agent in the putty to cause polymerization or culing.
To dote, three accelerators were testefl in T-500 putty. The quantities usea were obtai,_ed
from published formulations on Hycar Polymers. Those used were:
I. Accelerator 808, a condensation product of butyraldehyde and aniline.
2. Thluram M, t_tr,an:_ethy!Lhiura_m 8'.,,_ulfide
3. Accelerator 833, a condensahon product of butyraldehyde and butylamine.
The above three _re manufactured by E.I. DuPont De_emours aml Company, Ei_stomer
Chemicals Departraent, Wilmington_ Delaware.
The accelerator_ ¢- were mixed in the putty with a pestle until a uniform, homogeneous mix
occurred. The mix was shaped by h_Jd into cylindrical patties of the previously described
dimensions. The shaped patties were allowed to age in the laborafory at room temperature
for definite time intervals. After aging, vertical cross-sections of each putty were extracted
with methyl e_hyl ketone to determine the degree of cure. The data is presented in
Table 6-4.
The tabulated results indicate that Accelerator 808 and Thiuram M had no effect on curing.
The first row of data, for no additive, is given for comparison. Accelerator 833 appeared
to aid curing, but only after aging for 79.5 hours.
The process e_: selecting an optimum a_tificial curing technique for T-500 puttT, facilitating





Additive Quantity Present* A__ILgr_.n_e (Hours) Percent ]
_ ,lubles i_ v L0 0 0 24.9
Act,elerator 7_08 2 20.5 20, 8
86.0 20.6
Tbi_r_m M 3.5 20.0 20.5
59.5 19.9
Accelerator 833 2 20.5 t !9.6
79.5 I 12.6
.... , --1 | ,
*Parts/100 parts rubber (Based on rubber in organic binder used in T-560 putty
for rnulation).
--- -- __ L ' . i .., I i i





.During the first six months of the program, work progressed simultaneously on all phases
for performance evaluation of "THERMO-I,AG" T-500 material. Some phases of the
ev,dua_on and processing of the material ytelted readily to original planning; however,
other phases required replanrdng based on current assessments and re-evaluations.
CurIent pro_gz'am schedules are shewn in F_:es 7.-1 through _-6..all material evaluation
and processing phases are presented and individual tasks within a phase are noted.
Summary Task Completion ,Schedule
Oct
Week B %_inning









Phaee V: Structural Schemes
and Analysis









Phase I: Thermal t'roperties (Performance in Space EnviJ onment)
I Oct Nov I)_.eelJan FebiMar _&pr l_ay{Jun Jut .A-ag-Sep
........... Week Beginning _12 26!1012471214 !18 4 1115]"i3]);t 10 24 8 22 5 19 9 23
L1. Therm.fl Conductivity ] _l !1
i i .........
! 2. Specific Hezt mm
4. Coefficiel.t of Expansion m_
5. ._._ w mm_ m m
6. TGA _ m mmmmmmmmmmJu_
7. Deusity Im
8. "7_LC,lUm ....
= r !n ,
9. ChromotographtcStudies i i I
Figure 7-2. Phase ! Schedules (Sheet 1 of 2)
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Phase I (C ontinu< ,d)
*- -r_ i ' I
Ozt Nr-N_ov'D_clJ'--_.ni_,_blM_r Ap _ MlylJ_na Jll Alg S,_p
.... T......- i!0. General Flight Simulation _" _l _ ..... _-----Tests j / I
_-" I : --
a. Low She_tr J , Iim;[! " "
L__ '[ __i t : ,r
d. Oxidation Variable _I !
........... _ ..... _ I i -!--! ....
11. Tr_xisient Cases I _ I ] , i [, ....1 _ " ! .... _-_-'-
12. Gap Condition Tests I I l:=: i :
' .... ' I_-L_L_ ....--_-
13. Radiation Simulation i ! i _ 7i I
' I
1t. Trajectory Simula<ion i' ' ,,I!_ ,' ==
15. Report.Preparation ! I i i i t :T __7 __
_o. Model and Calortm,_ter ,' _ i _ ] r i _iDesign i i -_ ] i i i I "t"1-17. Model and Calorimeter ! ] J I - 'Fabrication _! i ill :
Figure 7-2. Phase i Schedule (Sheet 2 of 2)
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Figure 7-3o Phase 11Schedule
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P= Precast B= Bond M=Mech. Attach.
A Phase IV: Attachment Development
Week Beginning Jua I Jul iA_g: S _p
Material Type--- 1 _ ]1529!12_i|0 24]71211418 4 181'_15_ 11:2)"_72_!8 _1 5 [|91"_'2
Test Design_tlon I '
1. Investigation of p L. "t
Bonding Materials !
- I i - -- --l,.-
a. Boad Tensile Strength I I I _ r: i
ASTMD-952 ! ! [_ I ' i ] l ' i
b. Bond Shear Strength L--
ASTM D-1002 i -
2. In'¢estigation of !1 t --'--]--T-_-
Mechanical p [ ..L . _ _.___ i i '
Attachment Techniques j ] I
" t!_-
a. Bond Tension , ....
1 ! .....
b. Bond Shear i f
1 t
3. Acoustic Environment B tI I -i I .... _
I_l t i iiI 7 i
4. Equipment Desig_ and 1 i _ ?l
Fabrication l i
' I i5. SpeeimeI, Prepara_ioi) ' _ _:: I
I il ' 1 i ,6. Report Preparation ' J -,,
_1 !l i !!_1!
Figoa'e 7-4. Phase IV Schedule
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3. Development of Hatch and
Window Joining Techniques
4. Development of Field
Repair Procedures
5. Establishment of Field
Maintenance Methods
6. Analysisof DesignCrRerla
,7. Simplified _ress Analysis
8. Report Preparation
L
: Fig_ire7-5. Fhase V Schedule
Phase VI: Fabricationof Articles
Week Beginning * Oct NoviDec!Jan FeblMar Apr May! Jun
: ' ! _ IlS 29
& I I
PhasesI, II, Ill, IV andV. (See - ' - L 1 __
:: _ Separate Phase Schedules.) Ii ....
'::' = :" Designof-18by 18 Al,,minum " _
: _ Honeycomb Test Panels I I
: Fabrication oi' Alurainum
_-- -- Honeycomb Test Panels _= n i.-_
C - " l
C " D_sig_ a_d Fabricat,_n o, Panel _--' ] i _ _
_J-_ ' Test Support





MATERIAL TEST SPECIMEN MODELS
NOTE
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Figure A-_.. Specific Heat NA 1021
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Figure A-4. Effect of Vacuum EnvJ:oament Model NA 1019
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Figure A-6. Flexural Strength NA 1012
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5/16_/32 4PlacesJ != 2+1/32 = --_J _-,250_.005
FigureA-8. Shear StrengthModel NA I011
J 4 - 3-2
j' ±
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Figure A-9. Coefficient of Thermal Expar, sion NA 1023
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